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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the present study was to clarify the molecular basis
of zonated drug distributions in mouse liver based on the protein
expression levels of transporters and metabolizing enzymes in
periportal (PP) and pericentral (PC) vein regions of mouse hepatic
lobules. The distributions of sulforhodamine 101 (SR-101), a substrate of organic anion transporting polypeptides (Oatps), and
ribavirin, a substrate of equilibrative nucleoside transporter
1 (Ent1), were elucidated in frozen liver sections of mice, to which
each compound had been intravenously administered. Regions
strongly positive for SR-101 (SR-101+) and regions weakly positive
or negative for SR-101 (SR-1012) were separated by laser microdissection. The zonated distribution of protein expression was quantified in terms of the liver zonation index. Quantitative targeted
absolute proteomics revealed the selective expression of glutamine

synthetase in the SR-101+ region, indicating predominant distribution of SR-101 in hepatocytes of the PC vein region. The protein
levels of Oatp1a1, Oatp1b2, organic cation transporter 1 (Oct1), and
cytochrome P450 (P450) 2e1 were greater in the PC vein regions,
whereas the level of organic anion transporter 2 (Oat2) was greater
in the PP vein regions. Mouse Oatp1a1 mediated SR-101 transport.
On the other hand, there were no statistically significant differences
in expression of Ent1, Na+-taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide,
several canalicular transporters, P450 enzymes, and UDPglucuronosyltransferases between the PP and PC vein regions. This
is consistent with the almost uniform distribution of ribavirin in the
liver. In conclusion, sinusoidal membrane transporters such as
Oatp1a1, Oatp1b2, Oct1, and Oat2 appear to be determinants of
the zonated distribution of drugs in the liver.

Introduction

around the pericentral (PC) vein, whereas oxidative energy metabolism,
gluconeogenesis, urea synthesis, and bile formation are catalyzed mainly
in hepatocytes around the periportal (PP) vein (Katz, 1992). Furthermore, protein expression and metabolizing activity of cytochrome P450s
such as CYP2A, 2B, 2E, and 3A, are predominantly seen in PC vein
hepatocytes (Oinonen and Lindros, 1998). Indeed, recent studies
with imaging mass spectrometry have confirmed the spatial
heterogeneity of drug disposition and metabolism in the liver
(Takai and Tanaka, 2015). These lines of evidence suggest that PP
and PC vein hepatocytes differ in their capacity for drug metabolism
and transport in the liver acinus. Therefore, our aim was to clarify the
molecular basis of the spatial heterogeneity and functional zonation
to achieve better understanding of drug targeting to the liver, hepatic
clearance, and drug-drug interaction.
Biliary excretion through hepatocytes is an essential process in
hepatic drug disposition. It involves 1) uptake mediated by solute carrier
transporters on the sinusoidal membrane; 2) sequential metabolism
mediated by various metabolizing enzymes, such as cytochrome P450,

Transport and metabolism in hepatocytes are key determinants of
drug whole-body clearance, as well as drug efficacy in the liver as a
target organ. Therefore, during drug development hepatic drug transport
and metabolizing activities are generally evaluated by using primarycultured or freshly isolated human hepatocytes, as well as whole-liver
homogenate and in vivo rodent and monkey studies (Houston et al.,
2012; Godoy et al., 2013). Analysis is often based on the approximation
of a well-stirred model, employing the assumption that hepatocytes
exhibit uniform drug transport and metabolism activities throughout the
liver. However, the concept of liver metabolic zonation is long
established, i.e., xenobiotic metabolism is predominant in hepatocytes
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ABBREVIATIONS: Ent1, equilibrative nucleoside transporter 1; LC-MS/MS, liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry; LMD, laser
microdissection; Mrp, multidrug resistance-associated protein; Oat2, organic anion transporter 2; Oatp, organic anion transporting polypeptide;
Oct1, organic cation transporter 1; PC, pericentral; PP, periportal; QTAP, quantitative targeted absolute proteomics; SR-101, sulforhodamine 101;
SRM, selective reaction monitoring.
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Material and Methods
Materials. Methanol and acetonitrile were purchased from Kanto Chemical
(Tokyo, Japan). Formic acid and ribavirin were purchased from Wako Pure
Chemical Industries (Osaka, Japan). Sulforhodamine 101 (SR-101) and 13C6arginine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Tokyo, Japan).
Sample Preparation by LMD for Liquid Chromatography Tandem–
Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) Analysis. Adult male ddY mice (7–11 weeks
old) were purchased from SLC Japan (Shizuoka, Japan). The mice were
maintained on a 12-hour light/dark cycle in a temperature-controlled environment
with free access to food and water. All experiments were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Tohoku University, and
performed in accordance with guidelines at Tohoku University. Under deep
anesthesia with isoflurane, the fluorescent dye SR-101 (a known substrate of
Oatps) (40 mg/kg wt.) or ribavirin (200 mg/kg wt.) was intravenously
administered to the mice. Then, 30 or 90 minutes after administration, the mice
were transcardially perfused for 2 to 3 seconds with phosphate-buffered saline
to remove the circulating blood in the liver. It has been demonstrated that
biliary excretions of organic anions, e.g., taurochenodeoxycholate-3-sulfate and

pravastatin are maximal at 15–20 minutes after a bolus injection into the rat
femoral vein (Sasamoto et al., 2006). To examine regional differences in the total
hepatobiliary transport process of sinusoidal uptake followed by biliary excretion
of SR-101 or ribavirin after a bolus intravenous injection, the time points of 30 and
90 minutes were chosen. The mouse liver tissues were freshly obtained and
immediately frozen in powdered dry ice. Frozen sections (20 mm in thickness)
were prepared on a cryostat (CM1900; Leica, Nussloch, Germany), mounted on
LMD slides (DIRECTOR; Expression Pathology, Gaithersburg, MD), and air
dried. Regions strongly positive for SR-101 (SR-101+) and regions weakly
positive or negative for SR-101 (SR-1012) with a total area of 5 mm2 for ribavirin
and SR-101 quantification or 25 mm2 for protein quantification were identified
under fluorescent light and collected by LMD using a Leica device (LMD6500;
Leica). Three independent mice were used to obtain each SR-101+ and SR-1012
regions of liver tissues. The microdissected tissues were placed in 0.5 ml
microcentrifuge tubes.
LC-MS/MS Quantification of SR-101 and Ribavirin in Microdissected
Tissues. The microdissected tissues were homogenized with 50 ml of methanol
containing 0.1% formic acid and 13C6-arginine (internal standard) in an ultrasonic
bath for 10 minutes and centrifuged at 16,400g for 10 minutes at 4C. For ribavirin
quantification, the supernatant was evaporated in a CC-105 centrifugal concentrator (low heat mode; Tomy, Tokyo, Japan) for 1 hour, and the residue was
reconstituted in ammonium acetate buffer (pH 4.8). The solution was incubated
with 50 mU acid phosphatase (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37C for 1 hour for
dephosphorylation of ribavirin phosphate and centrifuged in methanol containing
0.1% formic acid for enzymatic protein. The supernatant was analyzed by
LC-MS/MS. The LC-MS/MS system consisted of a NANOSPACE SI-II HPLC,
equipped with a dual pump system, an autosampler, and a column oven (Shiseido,
Tokyo, Japan), together with a TSQ Quantum Ultra triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) equipped with a HESI-II
source. Quantification analyses were performed in the selective reaction
monitoring (SRM) mode. The transitions of the precursor ion to the product
ion, tube lens voltage (in volts), and collision energy (in electron volts) were as
follows: m/z 245 → 96, 104 V, and 31 eV for ribavirin; m/z 604.9 → 525.3, 180 V,
and 42 eV for SR-101; and m/z 181 → 74, 83 V, and 21 eV for 13C6-arginine with
a cycle time of 0.5 seconds. The optimized parameters for mass spectrometry were
as follows: spray voltage for positive ion mode and negative ion mode, 3.0 and 2.5
kV, respectively; heated capillary temperature, 220C; sheath gas pressure, 50 psi;
auxiliary gas setting, 15 psi; and heated vaporizer temperature, 200C. The sheath
and auxiliary gases were nitrogen. The collision gas was argon at a pressure of 1.5
mTorr. Liquid chromatography separation was performed using a normal-phase
(hydrophilic interaction chromatography) column (ZICR-hydrophilic interaction
chromatography; 100  2.1 mm i.d., 3.5 mm particle size; Sequant, Darmstadt,
Germany) with a gradient of solvent A (water containing 0.1% formic acid) and
solvent B (acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid) at 0.2 ml min21. The initial
condition was set at 100% B, linearly decreasing to 20% B from 2 to 4 minutes,
and maintained at 100% B for 3 minutes. Subsequently, the mobile phase was
immediately returned to the initial conditions and maintained for 5 minutes until
the end of the run. The total run time was 12 minutes for the analysis and the oven
temperature was 40C. The LC-MS/MS system was controlled and analyzed
using Xcalibur software (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
LC-MS/MS-Based Protein Quantification of Transporters/Receptors and
Enzymes in Microdissected Liver Tissues. The absolute protein quantitation of
transporters and enzymes was performed by means of nano-LC-MS/MS with
multiplexed SRM/multiple reactions monitoring as described previously (Uchida
et al., 2015). The protein expression levels were determined as the amounts of
trypsin-generated specific target peptides whose sequences had been selected based
on in silico selection criteria (Kamiie et al., 2008). The SRM/multiple reactions
monitoring transitions for the quantification of each peptide were set as reported
previously (Miura et al., 2017) and are shown in Supplemental Table 1. The
microdissected tissues were dissolved in denaturing buffer [7 M guanidium
hydrochloride, 500 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), 10 mM EDTA], and the proteins were
S-carbamoylmethylated. The alkylated proteins were precipitated with a mixture of
methanol and chloroform. The precipitates were dissolved in 6 M urea, and diluted
with 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5). Enzymatic digestion with trypsin and
lysylendopeptidase, liquid chromatography separation of peptides, and detection/quantification of the target peptides were carried out as reported previously (Uchida
et al., 2015). The individual expression amount of each peptide was determined as
an average of three or four SRM transitions from three independent analyses.
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uridine diphosphate-glucuronosyltransferase, and sulfotransferase; and
3) excretion mediated by ATP-binding cassette transporters on the bile
canalicular membranes. It is considered that PP vein hepatocytes play a
predominant role in the uptake and the biliary excretion of bile acids and
organic anions under physiologic conditions (Gumucio et al., 1978;
Jones et al., 1980; Groothuis et al., 1982). However, on the other hand,
the biliary excretion of temocaprilat and pravastatin is markedly
decreased specifically by injury to the PC vein region, whereas the
biliary excretion of bromosulphophthalein and leukotriene C4 is
markedly decreased specifically by injury to the PP vein region in rats
(Aiso et al., 2000; Takikawa et al., 2001; Sasamoto et al., 2006).
Temocaprilat and pravastatin are substrates of organic anion transporting
polypeptide (Oatp)1a1 and Oatp1a4, respectively (Ishizuka et al., 1998;
Tokui et al., 1999), although in addition, temocaprilat (Ishizuka et al.,
1997), pravastatin (Ellis et al., 2013), bromosulphophthalein, and
leukotriene C4 (Ninomiya et al., 2006) are all substrates of multidrug
resistance-associated protein (Mrp) 2 (Mrp2) in rats. These results imply
that the zone-predominant expression of transporters, e.g., Oatps in PC
vein hepatocytes, may play a key role in the sinusoidal uptake of
temocaprilat and pravastatin.
Quantitative targeted absolute proteomics (QTAP)–based protein
quantification has enabled us to determine the absolute protein
expression levels of transporters and metabolizing enzymes in the livers
of humans and mice (Kamiie et al., 2008; Kawakami et al., 2011;
Ohtsuki et al., 2011, 2012). Our previous analyses with QTAP have
demonstrated the lack of correlation between mRNA and protein
amounts of the plasma membrane transporters in human liver (Ohtsuki
et al., 2012), but a good correlation was found between the protein
amounts of organic cation/carnitine transporter 1 and MRP1 and their
transport activities in primary cultured human respiratory epithelial cells
(Sakamoto et al., 2016). Furthermore, most of the work on metabolic
zonation has been done at the transcriptional level by using reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction and at the protein level by
immunohistochemical analysis, in which there have been conflicting
results, for example, regarding the regional expression of Mrp2 (Baier
et al., 2006; Micuda et al., 2008). We considered that the QTAP strategy
would be the most suitable approach to establish the functional
contribution of transporters and enzymes to drug metabolism and
transport in PP and PC vein hepatocytes. Thus, the purpose of the
present study was to clarify the molecular basis of region-predominant
transport and/or metabolism in the liver based on the protein expression
levels of transporters and enzymes in the PP and PC vein regions of
mouse liver lobule as determined by laser microdissection (LMD)–based
zone-specific sampling and QTAP-based protein quantification.
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Results
Visualization of the PC Vein Regions in Mouse Liver with
SR-101, and Zone-Specific Sampling by LMD. The zonated
distribution of SR-101, a potent substrate of Oatps, was elucidated in
frozen liver sections from mice intravenously injected with SR-101. As
shown in Fig. 1A and Supplemental Fig. 1, A and B, there is an uneven
distribution of SR-101 in the liver sections at the time points of 30 and
90 minutes, and regions that are strongly positive (SR-101+) and either
weakly positive or negative (SR-1012) can be seen. The high
magnification image at the time point of 90 minutes showed that
SR-101 labeling was likely to be detected in the sinusoids and in part in
the bile canaliculi (Supplemental Fig. 1C), suggesting that SR-101
was at least partly excreted into the bile. The following experiments
were performed at the time point of 90 minutes. The uneven distribution of SR-101 in the liver sections was supported by the results of

Fig. 1. Uneven distribution of SR-101 in the liver acinus of mice 90 minutes after
intravenous administration of SR-101. (A) Representative fluorescence image of the
liver. Areas 1 and 2 surrounded by red and blue lines are regions strongly positive
for SR-101 (SR-101+) and negative or weakly positive for SR-101 (SR-1012),
respectively. Scale bar, 100 mm. (B) Differences in SR-101 distribution amounts in
the SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions. Each point represents the mean 6 S.D. (n = 3) in
three independent analyses. **P , 0.01, significantly different between the SR-101+
and SR-1012 regions.

LC-MS/MS-based quantification, which demonstrated that the amount
of SR-101 in the SR-101+ regions was over 2-fold greater than that in the
SR-1012 regions (Fig. 1B). QTAP analyses indicated that the protein
level of glutamine synthetase, which exhibits selective distribution in
hepatocytes in the PC vein region, was 480-fold greater in the SR-101+
regions than the quantification limit in the SR-1012 regions (Fig. 2A),
whereas there was no significant difference in the expression levels of
Na+,K+-ATPase, a plasma membrane marker, (Fig. 2B) and actin (Fig.
2C) between the regions. These results indicated that the SR-101+ region
corresponded to the PC vein region. There was no difference in the
yields of the plasma membrane fraction and total proteins obtained from
the SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions.
Comparison of Transporter/Receptor and Enzyme Protein
Expression Levels in the SR-101+ and SR-1012 Regions of Mouse
Liver. Supplemental Fig. 2 and Table 1 show comparisons of the protein
expression levels of transporters/receptors in the SR-101+ and SR-1012
regions of mouse liver. There were statistically significant differences
(P , 0.01) in the protein levels of Oatp1a1, organic cation transporter
1 (Oct1), and organic anion transporter 2 (Oat2) between the SR-101+
and SR-1012 regions. The protein levels of Oatp1a1 and Oct1 were 2.0and 5.2-fold, respectively, greater in the SR-101+ region, whereas the
level of Oat2 was 2.4-fold greater in the SR-1012 region. The protein
level of Oatp1b2 was at least 1.9-fold greater in the SR-101+ region
compared with the value of the quantification limit in the SR-1012
region. The level of Oatp2b1 was below the detection limit in both the
SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions (Supplemental Table 2). In contrast,
there were no significant differences in the levels of 4f2 cell-surface
antigen heavy chain, equilibrative nucleoside transporter 1 (Ent1), Na+taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide, monocarboxylate transporter 1,
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The expression amount of each peptide was calculated as the mean 6 S.D. of the
average of individual expression amounts. In cases where no signal peak was
detected, the amount of peptide in the sample was defined as under the limit of
quantification. The limit of quantification (femtomoles per microgram protein) was
calculated as the peptide amount expected to give a peak area count of 1000 in the
chromatogram of samples, as reported previously (Uchida et al., 2015).
Liver Zonation Indices of Protein Expression in Mouse Liver Acinus. The
liver zonation indices Z(0) and Z(100) were defined to show the relative
distributions of protein expressions in the PP and PC vein regions, respectively.
The Z(0) index for each protein is defined as the protein level in the SR-1012 PP
vein region/[(the protein level in the SR-1012 PP vein region + the protein level in
the SR-101+ PC vein region)/2]. The Z(100) index for each protein is defined as
the protein level in the SR-101+ PC vein region/[(the protein level in the SR-1012
PP vein region + the protein level in the SR-101+ PC vein region)/2]. The values of
Z(0) and Z(100) ranged from 0 to 2 [0 # Z(0) or Z(100) # 2].
SR-101 Uptake by Mouse Oatp1a1- or Oarp2b1-Overexpressing
HEK293 Cells. HEK293 cells transiently expressing Oatp1a1 and control
HEK293 cells were generated by transfection of the open reading frame of
Oatp1a1 inserted in the pcDNA5/FRT vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and the
empty vector (mock), respectively. The open reading frame of mouse Oatp1a1
cDNA was obtained by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction from
mouse liver cDNA. The amino acid sequence translated from the Oatp1a1 cDNA
is identical to that reported in the National Center for Biotechnology Information
database (Gene Accession No. NM_013797). The transfection was performed
using Lipofectamine 2000 and Opti-MEM I medium (Invitrogen) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, the cells were seeded at 90% confluence in
24-well plates using antibiotic-free medium. The complex of the vector and
lipofectamine was incubated with the cells for 6 hours, and then the cells were
cultured in normal culture medium for 24 hours. For the uptake study, the cells
were washed with normal extracellular fluid buffer (122 mM NaCl, 25 mM
NaHCO3, 3 mM KCl, 0.4 mM K2HPO4, 10 mM glucose, 1.4 mM CaCl2, 1.2 mM
MgSO4 and 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). Uptake was initiated by applying 200 ml
normal extracellular fluid buffer containing 1 mM SR-101 at 37◦C. After
20 minutes, the solution was removed to terminate uptake, and the cells were
washed in ice-cold normal extracellular fluid buffer. Images were taken with a
fluorescence microscope (Fluoview; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The cells were
then homogenized in distilled water using a sonicator. The homogenate was
centrifuged at 21,600g for 5 minutes at 4C and the supernatant was collected. The
cell-associated fluorescence was measured with a fluorescence detector (Fluoroscan Acent FL; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The accumulation of
SR-101 in the cells was expressed as the cell-associated fluorescence per well. The
method of SR-101 uptake by mouse Oatp2b1-overexpressing HEK293 cells is
described in the Supplemental Material.
Statistical Analysis. An unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test was used to
determine the significance of differences between two group mean values. Oneway analysis of variance followed by the modified Fisher’s least-squares
difference method was used to assess the statistical significance of differences
among the mean values of more than two groups. A value of P , 0.01 was
considered statistically significant.
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Slc22a18, Abcb4, bile salt export pump, Mrp2, Mrp4, Mrp6, Abcg2/breast cancer resistance protein, Abcg5, and neonatal Fc receptor
between the SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions. Supplemental Fig. 2 and
Table 1 show comparisons of the protein expression levels of
metabolizing enzymes in the SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions of the
liver. There was a statistically significant difference (P , 0.01) in the
protein level of Cyp2e1, which was 54.5-fold greater in the SR-101+
region. There were no statistically significant differences in the levels of
Cyp2c29, Cyp2d22, Cyp3a11, Cyp8b1, Cyp51a1, Ugt1a1, Ugt1a9,
Ugt2b36, and NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase between the
SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions, although Cyp2c29, Ugt1a1, and
NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase exhibited 2.3- to 3.2-fold greater
average expression levels in the SR-101+ region. The other molecules
that were not detected in QTAP analyses (i.e., below the detection limit)
are listed in Supplemental Table 2.
Liver Zonation Index Values of Protein Expressions in the PP
and PC Vein Regions. Figures 3 and 4 summarize the liver zonation
index values, where Z(0) and Z(100) represent the relative distributions
of protein expressions in the PP and PC vein regions, respectively. The

Z(0) and Z(100) values of Cyp2e1, Oct1, Cyp2c29, Ugt1a1, NADPHcytochrome P450 reductase, Oatp1a1, Cyp51a1, Slc22a18, Ent1,
Cyp8b1, Ugt2b36, breast cancer resistance protein, monocarboxylate
transporter 1, Mrp4, Mrp6, Ugt1a9, Abcb4, Mrp2, Na+-taurocholate
cotransporting polypeptide, Abcg5, Actin, Cyp2d22, 4f2 cell-surface
antigen heavy chain, neonatal Fc receptor, and Cyp3a11 ranged from
0.036 to 0.990 and 1.96 to 1.01, respectively, in rank order. In contrast,
the Z(0) and Z(100) values of Na,K-ATPase, bile salt export pump, and
Oat2 ranged from 1.11 to 1.39 and 0.886 to 0.610 in rank order. The Z(0)
and Z(100) values of Oat2, which exhibited the PP vein–predominant
distribution (Table 1), were 1.39 and 0.610, respectively (Fig. 3), and the
difference (d) between the Z(0) and Z(100) showed the smallest value
(d = 20.780). The Z(0) and Z(100) values of Oatp1a1, Oct1, and Cyp2e1,
which exhibited the PC vein–predominant distribution (Table 1), were
from 0.036 to 0.664 and 1.34 to 1.96, respectively (Figs. 3 and 4). The
differences (d) between the Z(0) and Z(100) of Oatp1a1 (d = 0.672), Oct1
(d = 1.35), and Cyp2e1 (d = 1.93) showed the greatest values among
those tested. These results indicate that the liver zonation index could
express the distinct zonation of the transporters/receptors and enzymes
protein expression along the porto-central axis of the mouse liver acinus.
Comparison of Ribavirin Distribution in the SR-101+ and
SR-1012 Regions of Mouse Liver. To examine whether the protein
expression levels of Ent1, a major ribavirin uptake transporter in human
hepatocytes (Fukuchi et al., 2010), correspond to the distribution of its
transportable substrate, the distribution of ribavirin was quantified by
LC-MS/MS in lysates of microdissected tissues derived from the SR-101+
and SR-1012 regions. Figure 5 shows that there was no significant
difference in the amount of ribavirin present as the intact and phosphorylated forms in the SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions. Acid phosphatase
treatment significantly increased the intact form of ribavirin in the samples
derived from the SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions (Fig. 5). Ribavirin was
mostly phosphorylated after it was taken up by the hepatocytes. These
results indicated that the distribution of ribavirin was almost uniform, in
accordance with the absence of statistically significant zonated expression
of Ent1 (Supplemental Fig. 2; Table 1) in the mouse liver acinus.
SR-101 Uptake by Mouse Oatp1a1- and Oatp2b1Overexpressing HEK293 Cells. Table 1 shows that the protein level
of Oatp1a1 was 2.0-fold greater in the SR-101+ region than in the
SR-1012 region, in accordance with the 2.0-fold greater distribution of
SR-101 in the SR-101+ region (Fig. 1B). The absolute expression
amount of Oatp1a1 was approximately 7-fold or more greater than that
of Oatp1b2 or Oatp2b1 (Supplemental Table 2; Table 1). This raised the
possibility that Oatp1a1 contributes to the predominant distribution of
SR-101 in the PC vein region, considering that previous reports have
demonstrated that mouse Oatp1c1, an isoform of Oatps, mediates
SR-101 transport (Schnell et al., 2015). Therefore, we first tested
whether mouse Oatp1a1 mediates SR-101 transport by using Oatp1a1overexpressing HEK293 cells (Oatp1a1/HEK293). As shown in Fig. 6,
the SR-101 uptake was significantly greater in Oatp1a1/HEK293 cells
than in the empty vector (mock)-transfected HEK293 cells. These results
indicated that SR-101 is a substrate of mouse Oatp1a1. We next
examined whether mouse Oatp2b1, another Oatp transporter, also
mediates SR-101 transport by using Oatp2b1-overexpressing HEK293
cells (Oatp2b1/HEK293). As shown in Supplemental Fig. 3, there was a
statistically significantly greater uptake of SR-101 in Oatp2b1/HEK293
cells than in the control HEK293 cells. These results indicated that
SR-101 is also a substrate of mouse Oatp2b1.
Discussion
The present study demonstrates that sinusoidal membrane transporters such as Oatp1a1, Oatp1b2, and Oct1 are predominantly
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Fig. 2. Differences in the protein expression levels of glutamine synthetase (GS), a
marker of hepatocytes in the PC vein region of the liver (A), Na+,K+-ATPase, a
ubiquitously expressed marker of plasma membrane protein (B), and actin (C) in the
SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions. Each column represents the mean 6 S.D. (n = 3) in
three independent analyses. N.S. represents no statistically significant difference.
U.L.Q, under the limit of quantification.
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TABLE 1
Protein expression levels of transporters/receptors and enzymes in SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions of mouse liver and
liver zonation index values
Each value of the protein expression level represents the mean 6 S.D. (n = 3) in three independent analyses. **P , 0.01, significantly
different between SR-101+ and SR-1012 regions.
Protein Expression Levels (Mean 6 S.D.)
Alias

SR-1012

fmol/mm2

fmol/mm2

0.917
6.11
13.1
30.2
4.30
2.43
0.343
6.49
4.69

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.219
1.42
3.0
2.7
1.09
0.37
0.146
1.02
0.07

0.834 6 0.016
4.74 6 1.16
9.00 6 3.10
15.0 6 4.8**
U.L.Q. , 2.25
0.470 6 0.120**
0.781 6 0.113**
3.57 6 0.78
2.76 6 0.93

1.78
2.48
2.17
0.227
3.04
4.16
0.939

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.39
0.21
0.18
0.044
0.75
0.86
0.311

1.38
3.51
1.68
0.162
2.19
2.82
0.748

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.27
0.70
0.17
0.011
0.89
1.05
0.142

156
24.6
76.3
68.1
2.58
6.62
45.4
69.4
63.2
37.7

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

74
5.7
25.9
13.7
0.52
0.41
10.2
22.3
6.4
9.8

49.0
22.3
1.40
65.1
1.67
3.48
19.4
52.1
42.4
16.1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

62.0
7.5
0.10**
15.7
0.94
1.19
5.1
16.7
13.8
3.1

4.26
168
13.2
460

6
6
6
6

0.59
31
0.40
36

3.88 6 0.54
U.L.Q. , 0.349
16.6 6 6.4
451 6 34

Ratio of SR-101+/SR-1012

1.10
1.29
1.46
2.01
.1.91
5.17
0.440
1.82
1.70
1.29
0.710
1.29
1.40
1.39
1.48
1.26
3.18
1.10
54.5
1.05
1.54
1.90
2.34
1.33
1.49
2.34
1.10
.481
0.795
1.02

Abc, ATP-binding cassette; Bcrp, breast cancer resistance protein; Bsep, bile salt export pump; CPR, cytochrome P450 reductase;
4F2hc, 4f2 cell-surface antigen heavy chain; FcRn, neonatal Fc receptor; GS, glutamine synthetase; Mct1, monocarboxylate transporter 1;
Ntcp, Na+-taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide; Slc, solute carrier; U.L.Q., under the limit of quantification.

expressed in the PC vein region, while Oat2 is predominantly in the PP
vein region of mouse liver acinus, based on the liver zonation index of
the protein distributions of transporters and enzymes.
There is increasing evidence that Oatp1a1, Oatp1b2, Oct1, and Ent1
contribute to drug transport at the sinusoidal plasma membrane of
hepatocytes. Our results here suggest that the PC vein region–
predominant distribution of SR-101 can be explained by the at least
7-fold greater expression level of Oatp1a1 than that of Oatp1b2 and
Oatp2b1 in the SR-101+-PC vein region and the Oatp1a1-mediated
transport of SR-101. Since we observed Oatp2b1-mediated SR-101
uptake, there is also a possibility that Oatp1b2, another Oatp transporter,
could mediate SR-101 transport in part and thus contribute to the PC
vein region–predominant distribution of SR-101. It would be intriguing
in future studies to examine the contributions of Oatp1a1 and Oatp1b2 to
the zonated distribution of SR-101 using gene-knockout mice. It would
also be interesting to examine whether a lower-affinity transport system
for SR-101 in the PP or PC vein regions may be involved in the regionspecific distribution by using a bolus administration of SR-101 with a
higher dose. On the other hand, the absence of a significant difference of
Ent1 expression in the PP and PC vein regions is in good agreement with
the almost homogeneous distribution of ribavirin, an Ent1 substrate
(Fukuchi et al., 2010). These findings are consistent with the idea that

sinusoidal membrane transport is a key determinant of the zonated
distribution of drugs in the liver. The bile excretion of the angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitor temocaprilat, an active metabolite of
temocapril that is rapidly formed by hydrogenation after oral administration, involves Oatp1a1-mediated uptake at the sinusoidal membrane
(Ishizuka et al., 1998), followed by Mrp2-mediated efflux transport
(Ishizuka et al., 1997) at the canalicular membrane of hepatocytes. The
predominant expression of Oatp1a1 in the PC vein region and the almost
homogenous distribution of Mrp2 in the PP and PC vein regions suggest
that the sinusoidal uptake of temocaprilat contributes to its predominant
distribution in the PC vein region. The previous findings of a marked
decrease in the biliary excretion of temocaprilat and pravastatin after
zone 3 injury (Takikawa et al., 2001) could be explained by the present
observation of predominant distribution of Oapt1a1 in the PC vein
region. The protein expression level of Oatp1b2, the functional homolog
of human OATP1B1 and OATP1B3 (Zaher et al., 2008), in the PC vein
region is at least 2-fold greater than the under the limit of quantification value in the PP vein region. Since studies with Oatp1b2 knockout mice showed that Oatp1b2 plays a significant role in the
hepatobiliary disposition of lovastatin (Chen et al., 2008), an inhibitor
of hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase, which catalyzes the ratelimiting step in cholesterol biosynthesis, it can be anticipated that
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Slc transporter
Slc3a2 (4F2hc)
Slc10a1 (Ntcp)
Slc16a1 (Mct1)
Slc21a1 (Oatp1a1)
Slc21a10 (Oatp1b2)
Slc22a1 (Oct1)
Slc22a7 (Oat2)
Slc22a18 (Slc22a18)
Slc29a1 (Ent1)
Abc transporter
Abcb4 (Abcb4)
Abcb11 (Bsep)
Abcc2 (Mrp2)
Abcc4 (Mrp4)
Abcc6 (Mrp6)
Abcg2 (Bcrp)
Abcg5 (Abcg5)
Enzyme
Cyp2c29 (Cyp2c29)
Cyp2d22 (Cyp2d22)
Cyp2e1 (Cyp2e1)
Cyp3a11 (Cyp3a11)
Cyp8b1 (Cyp8b1)
Cyp51a1 (Cyp51a1)
Ugt1a1 (Ugt1a1)
Ugt1a9 (Ugt1a9)
Ugt2b36 (Ugt2b36)
Por (NADPH-CPR)
Other
Fcgrt (FcRn)
Glul (GS)
Atp1a1-3 (Na,K-ATPase)
Actin

SR-101+
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Fig. 3. Liver zonation index values of transporter protein distributions. The liver zonation indexes Z(0) and Z(100) for each protein were plotted based on the data shown in
Table 1. The values of Z(0) and Z(100) were calculated as shown in Materials and Methods. The differences (d) between the values of Z(0) and Z(100) are indicated in each
graph.

lovastatin would be distributed predominantly in the PC vein region. In
contrast, predominant protein distribution of hydroxymethylglutarylCoA reductase in the PP vein region of the liver has been found in
normal and hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase inhibitor (mevinolin)–treated male rats fed standard laboratory chow (Singer et al., 1984).
This is a case where the predominant region of transporter protein
expression is different from that of the drug target expression in the liver.
A similar situation exists for the PC vein–predominant expression of
Oct1, which is consistent with the previous immunohistochemical result
for Oct1 in rat liver (Meyer-Wentrup et al., 1998). Oct1 mediates hepatic
uptake of several prescription drugs, most notably the antidiabetic agent
metformin (Shu et al., 2007). On the other hand, the functional activity of
AMP-activated kinase, the target of metformin, is greater in the PP vein
region than in the PC vein region (Witters et al., 1994). Therefore,

evaluation of drug targeting to hepatocytes needs to take into account the
zonated expressions of both transporters and the target molecules in the
liver.
It has been proposed that Oct1 works in concert with drugmetabolizing enzymes in detoxification pathways in the liver (Zhang
et al., 2006). In support of this proposal, the present results indicate a
greater expression level of Cyp2e1 in the PC vein region and a tendency
for PC vein region–predominant distribution of Cyp2c29 and Ugt1a1.
The PC vein–predominant distributions of Cyp enzymes are consistent
with previous reports on the expression of Cyp2c29 and Cyp2e1 at the
protein and transcript levels (Braeuning et al., 2006). The greater
expression of Ugt1a1 is also in good agreement with the PC vein–
dominant total activity of UDP-glucuronyl transferase (el Mouelhi and
Kauffman, 1986). Thus, consideration of the zonated expressions of
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Fig. 4. Liver zonation index values of metabolizing enzyme and other protein distributions. The liver zonation indexes Z(0) and Z(100) for each protein were plotted based
on the data shown in Table 1. The values of Z(0) and Z(100) were calculated as shown in Materials and Methods. The differences (d) between the values of Z(0) and Z(100)
are indicated in each graph.

uptake transporters and metabolizing enzymes together may lead to
better predictions of clearance, especially in the case of drugs with
limited liver permeability.
The predominant protein expression of Oat2 in the PP vein region is
not consistent with previous mRNA quantification results suggesting no
difference in the transcript levels of Oat2 in the PC and PP vein regions
(Fork et al., 2011). This discrepancy could be explained by our previous

result showing that there is no correlation between mRNA and protein
amounts of plasma membrane transporters in human liver (Ohtsuki et al.,
2012). Functional analyses have demonstrated that Oat2 on the
sinusoidal membrane of hepatocytes mediates the efflux transport of
glutamate from hepatocytes in rats (Fork et al., 2011). This process may
be involved in spatial regulation of glutamate metabolism in the
liver, i.e., the efflux of glutamate from hepatocytes in the PP vein
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region followed by glutamine synthesis from glutamate in hepatocytes of the PC vein region, where expression of glutamine
synthetase is concentrated.
Hepatic drug transport and metabolizing activities have been
evaluated by using in vitro human hepatocytes during drug development
(Houston et al., 2012; Godoy et al., 2013), with the assumption that
hepatocytes exhibit uniform profiles of drug transport and metabolism
activities. The present findings on the PP and PC vein region–specific
protein expression amounts of transporters and metabolizing enzymes
therefore have implications for selecting the source of hepatocytes for
in vitro assays, and also suggest that it may be necessary to normalize
drug transport and enzymatic activities to enable more precise simulation
and modeling studies aimed at in vivo prediction. Furthermore, there
have been increasing numbers of reports on tissue-level kinetic modeling
of endogenous and xenobiotic metabolism in the liver based on the
metabolic zonation concept (Lerapetritou et al., 2009). Ohno et al.
(2008) reported results on single-hepatocyte-based lobular models of
ammonia metabolism that incorporate liver zone-specific gene expression of major enzyme transporters. Knowledge of the region-specific
absolute protein amounts and the liver zonation index of transporters/enzymes introduced in the present study would be essential to
construct reliable in silico liver distribution and clearance in pharmacokinetic tube and tank-in series models.
Previous studies of the zonated expressions of transporters and
metabolizing enzymes by means of immunohistochemistry (Micuda
et al., 2008) and by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction of
isolated PP and PC vein hepatocytes obtained by ante- or retrograde
perfusion with digitonin/collagenase (Baier et al., 2006) as summarized
in Supplemental Table 3 have revealed some discrepancies. For
example, the present study indicates 2-fold greater expression protein
levels of Oatp1a1 in the PC vein region of mouse liver, whereas previous
reports demonstrate the homogenous distribution of Oatp1a1 in the PP
and PC vein regions of rat liver (Abu-Zahra et al., 2000; Baier
et al., 2006). These results may be at least partly due to differences
in the selected regions of liver tissue or differences in cell sampling by perfusion-based hepatocyte isolation. In the present study, we
collected PP and PC vein region–predominant hepatocytes by

Fig. 6. Mouse Oatp1a1 mediates SR-101 uptake. (A) Representative fluorescence
images of SR-101 in mock-transfected HEK293 cells (Mock/HEK293; image A1)
and mouse Oatp1a1-overexpressing HEK293 cells (Oatp1a1/HEK293; image A2).
Scale bar, 50 mm. (B) Comparison of the SR-101 uptake amounts in Mock/HEK293
cells (open column) and Oatp1a1/HEK293 cells (closed column). Each column
represents the mean 6 S.E.M. (n = 3). **P , 0.01, significantly different between
Oatp1a1/HEK293 and Mock/HEK293 cells.

fluorescence-guided LMD, based on the distribution of SR-101 in the
liver. Therefore, the present results have the advantage of directly
clarifying the relationship between the protein expression levels and the
zonated substrate disposition. As shown in Supplemental Fig. 4, the
expression levels of transporters normalized by the level of 4f2 cellsurface antigen heavy chain, which showed homogenous protein
expression in the PP and PC vein regions in the present study, are
consistent with those obtained in plasma membrane fractions of total
mouse liver (Miura et al., 2017) within differences of less than 2-fold,
except for Oatp1a1, bile salt export pump, and Abcb4. This result
suggests that the amounts determined with LMD-generated samples are
broadly consistent with those obtained using wet liver tissues. However,
the level of Oatp1a1, which exhibits PC vein region–dominant
expression, tends to be underestimated in the plasma membrane
fractions of mouse liver. Considering that Mrp6 and Abcb4 did not
show zonated expression in the present study, the intracellular
localization as well as the plasma membrane localization could have
influenced the overestimation of the expression levels in the LMDgenerating samples. Furthermore, it has been reported that total
taurocholate uptake decreased during monolayer cultivation of hepatocytes, and the zonal differences observed in freshly isolated cells in
suspension disappeared (Ugele and Gebhardt, 2003). Therefore, in vivo
zonated tissue sample preparation and quantification of transporter
protein levels should provide a superior basis for estimating the liver
region–specific distribution of drugs.
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Fig. 5. Differences in ribavirin distribution amounts in the SR-101+ and SR-1012
regions of mice 90 minutes after intravenous administration of both SR-101 and
ribavirin. The amount of ribavirin was determined in the microdissected tissues with
(closed column) or without (open column) acid phosphatase treatment. Each column
represents the mean 6 S.D. (n = 3) in three independent analyses. **P , 0.01,
significantly different between the indicated groups. N.S. represents no statistically
significant difference between the SR-101+ and SR-1012 groups.
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In conclusion, the present study has demonstrated the zonated protein
expression profiles of major transporters and metabolizing enzymes in
mouse liver acinus. This information should be helpful in developing
liver-targeting drugs and for establishing predictive models of the
hepatic clearance of drugs.
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Supplemental Methods

Sulforhodamine101 (SR-101) uptake by mouse Oatp2b1-overexpressing HEK293 cells
HEK293 cells transiently expressing Oatp2b1 were generated by transfection of myc-DDK-tagged open
reading frame of mouse Oatp2b1 inserted in the pCMV6 vector (OriGene Technologies, Rockville, MD),
respectively. The transfection was performed using LipofectamineTM 2000 and Opti-MEM I medium
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, the cells were seeded at 90% confluence in
24-well plates using antibiotic-free medium. The complex of the vector and lipofectamine was incubated
with the cells for 6 h, and then the cells were cultured in normal culture medium for 24 hrs. For uptake
study, the cells were washed with normal extracellular fluid (ECF) buffer (122 mM NaCl, 25 mM NaHCO3,
3 mM KCl, 0.4 mM K2HPO4, 10 mM glucose, 1.4 mM CaCl2, 1.2 mM MgSO4 and 10 mM HEPES, pH
7.4). Uptake was initiated by applying 300 μL normal ECF buffer containing 1 µM SR101 at 37◦C. At 20
min, the solution was removed to terminate uptake, and the cells were washed in ice-cold normal ECF
buffer. Images were taken with a fluorescence microscope (Fluoview, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The cells
were then homogenized in distilled water using a sonicator. The homogenate was centrifuged at 21,600xg
for 5 min at 4°C and the supernatant was collected. The cell-associated fluorescence was measured with a
fluorescence detector (Fluoroscan Acent FL, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The accumulation
of SR-101 in the cells was expressed as the cell-associated fluorescence per well.
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Supplemental Table S1 Target peptide sequences and selected/multiple reaction monitoring
(SRM/MRM) transitions for quantification of each protein
Molecule
Slc21a7/Oatp1a5
Slc38a4/Ata3
Abca2
Abca3
Abca4
Abca5
Abca6, 8a, 9
Abca7
Abca8a
Abca8b
Abca9
Abca12
Abca13
Abcb4 / mdr2
Cyp1a2
Cyp2a5
Cyp2c29
Cyp2d22
Ugt1a1
Ugt1a9
Ugt2b5
Ugt2b36
HMG-CoA reductase
NADPH-CPR
FcRn
Glutamine synthetase (GS)
Actin

Target peptide sequence
SENSPLYIGILESGK
SENSPLYIGIL*ESGK
TSVITLLFPR
TSVITLLFP*R
LLFGPLPDLDGK
LLFGPLPDL*DGK
VFQVGNK
VFQV*GNK
WIAEPAR
WIAEPA*R
NAVVPIK
NAVVPI*K
LFPQAAR
LFPQAA*R
QFQSPLR
QFQSPL*R
DLTLDVYK
DLTLDV*YK
LFPQASR
LFPQA*SR
LLPQEEL
LLP*QEEL
LLAIPIPDNR
LLAIPIP*DNR
NIVWDPQK
NIVWDP*QK
IATEAIENIR
IATEA*IENIR
YLPNPALK
YLPNPALK*
GYGVVFSSGER
GYGVVFSSGER*
NISQSFTNFSK
NISQSFTNFSK*
GTTLITNLSSALK
GTTLITNLSSALK*
SLSFNSDR
SLSFNSDR*
SFLTGSAR
SFLTGSAR*
GAAVALNIR
GAAVALNIR*
TPATLGPNTR
TPATLGPNTR*
LAEPSSLQYLPYR
LAEPSSLQYLPYR*
FAVFGLGNK
FAVFGL*GNK
EQLFLEALK
EQLFLEALK*
DIVEAHYR
DIVEAHYR*
AGFAGDDAPR
AGFAGDDAP*R

Q1
803.9
807.4
573.8
576.9
642.9
646.4
396.2
399.2
421.7
423.7
370.7
374.2
401.7
403.7
438.2
441.7
483.8
486.8
409.7
411.7
421.2
424.2
561.3
564.3
500.3
503.3
565.3
567.3
458.3
462.3
579.3
584.3
636.8
640.8
659.9
663.9
463.2
468.2
419.7
424.7
442.8
447.8
514.3
519.3
768.9
773.9
476.8
480.3
545.8
549.8
501.8
506.8
488.7
491.7

SRM/MRM transitions (m/z)
Q3-1
Q3-2
Q3-3
1189.683
816.4828
703.3987
1196.7
823.5
710.4159
859.5402
746.4561
532.3243
865.554
752.4699
538.3381
1058.552
911.4833
757.4092
1065.569
918.5004
764.4264
692.3727
545.3043
318.1773
698.3864
551.3181
318.1773
656.3727
543.2886
343.2089
660.3798
547.2957
347.216
357.2498
555.3866
456.3182
364.267
562.4038
463.3354
542.3046
445.2518
317.1932
546.3117
449.2589
321.2003
385.2559
600.3464
472.2879
392.2731
607.3637
479.3051
738.4033
637.3556
524.2715
744.4171
643.3694
530.2853
705.3679
558.2995
461.2467
709.375
562.3066
465.2538
227.1757
615.2986
132.102
227.1757
621.3124
132.102
711.3784
501.2416
824.4626
717.3923
507.2554
830.4764
487.2512
772.3989
673.3305
493.265
778.4127
679.3443
531.2886
715.4098
644.3727
531.2886
719.4169
644.3727
620.3647
428.2869
542.3298
620.3647
436.3011
550.344
781.3839
682.3155
377.1822
791.3922
692.3238
377.1822
1045.495
830.4043
743.3723
1053.509
838.4185
751.3865
833.4728
486.2926
946.5569
841.487
486.2926
954.5711
725.3212
638.2892
491.2208
735.3295
648.2975
501.2291
235.108
604.341
491.257
245.108
614.341
501.257
200.103
586.367
129.066
200.103
596.367
129.066
544.284
657.368
758.416
554.284
667.368
768.416
1223.642
435.2351
839.4411
1233.65
445.2434
849.4494
635.3513
734.4197
488.2829
642.3685
741.4369
495.3001
573.3606
460.2766
720.4291
581.3748
468.2908
728.4433
774.3893
675.3209
546.2783
784.3976
685.3292
556.2866
701.3213
630.2842
458.2358
707.3351
636.298
464.2496

Q3-4
533.2931
540.3103
419.2402
425.254
432.2454
439.2624
417.2457
423.2594
175.119
175.119
626.4237
633.4409
689.373
693.3801
747.4149
754.4321
310.1762
310.1762
333.1881
337.1952
710.3723
716.3861
614.3257
620.3395
372.2243
378.2381
844.4524
848.4595
331.2341
339.2483
535.2471
545.2554
596.3039
604.3181
732.4251
740.4393
201.1236
201.1236
390.21
400.21
299.171
299.171
487.262
497.262
314.1713
314.1713
805.4568
812.474
833.5131
841.5273
387.6983
392.7024
343.2089
349.2227

Bold letters with asterisks indicate amino acid residues labeled with stable isotope (13C and 15N).
Conditions of SRM/MRM analysis were optimized for high signal intensity following direct injection of
peptide solution into the mass spectrometer through a turbo ion spray source. Theoretical m/z values of
doubly charged ions of intact peptides (Q1) were assumed for precursor ions. Four singly charged fragment
ions (Q3) were derived from each precursor ion.
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Supplemental Table S2 Molecules under the limit of quantification

Alias
Slc transporter
Slc2a1/Glut1
Slc6a2/Net
Slc7a5/Lat1
Slc16a7/Mct2
Slc21a2/Oatp2a1 (Pgt)
Slc21a5/Oatp1a4
Slc21a7/Oatp1a5
Slc21a9/Oatp2b1
Slc21a11/Oatp3a1
Slc21a12/Oatp4a1
Slc21a13/Oatp1a6
Slc21a14/Oatp1c1
Slc21a17/Oatp17
Slc21a18/Oatp18
Slc38a4/Ata3
Slc47a1/Mate1
Abc transporter
Abca1
Abca2
Abca3
Abca5
Abca6, 8a, 9
Abca7
Abca8a
Abca8b
Abca9
Abca12
Abca13
Abcb1a/Mdr1a
Abcb1b/Mdr1b
Abcc3/Mrp3
Abcc5/Mrp5
Abcc12/Mrp9
Abcg8
Enzyme
Cyp1a2
Cyp2a5
Ugt2b5
HMG-CoA reductase

Limit of quantification
(fmol/mm2)
SR101(+)

SR101(-)

0.287
1.11
0.565
0.860
1.94
3.00
2.41
1.29
1.43
0.635
2.21
0.685
1.03
2.30
0.375
1.18

0.309
1.10
0.551
0.872
1.48
4.11
2.29
1.24
1.36
0.604
2.08
0.649
1.15
2.23
0.402
1.14

0.448
1.15
0.332
0.315
0.839
0.323
1.47
0.445
0.487
0.834
0.547
0.425
0.566
0.677
0.220
0.503
0.257

0.427
1.14
0.329
0.316
0.868
0.298
1.40
0.461
0.493
0.853
0.529
0.406
0.544
0.651
0.225
0.464
0.264

32.3
0.399
1.93
0.620

32.1
0.385
1.82
0.594
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Supplemental Table S3 Summery of the zonated expressions of transporters and metabolizing
enzymes in peri-portal vein (PP) or peri-central vein (PC) regions of the liver in rodents
Molecule

Species

Method

mRNA
Protein

Distribution
in PP and PC
regions

Reference

Male
SpragueDawley
Rat

Quantitative
PCR/Isolated
hepatocytes by ante- or
retrograde perfusion
with digitonin

mRNA

PP=PC

(Baier et
al., 2006)

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry

Protein
Protein

PP=PC
PP=PC

Immunoblot/Isolated
hepatocytes enriched by
digitonin/collagenase
perfusion
Quantitative PCR/
Isolated hepatocytes by
ante- or retrograde
perfusion with digitonin

Protein

PP=PC

(AbuZahra et
al., 2000)

mRNA

PP=PC
*mRNA
expression tends
to be greater in
PC region
although there is
no statistical
significance.

(Baier et
al., 2006)

Immunohistochemistry

Protein

Male
SpragueDawley
Rat
Male
SpragueDawley
Rat
Rat

Immunohistochemistry

Protein

PP=PC
*Protein
expression is
excluded in the
midzonal area.
PP=PC

Immunohistochemistry

Protein

PP<PC

(Donner et
al., 2007)

Immunohistochemistry

Protein

PP<PC

Rat

Quantitative PCR/Laser
capture microdissection

mRNA

PP=PC

(MeyerWentrup et
al., 1998)
(Fork et
al., 2011)

Male
Sprague-

Quantitative
PCR/Isolated
hepatocytes by ante- or

mRNA

PP<PC

Slc transporter

Slc10a1

Ntcp
Male
SpragueDawley
Rat
Male
SpragueDawley
Rat
Male
SpragueDawley
Rat

Slc21a1

Oatp1a1

Slc21a10

Oatp1b2

Slc22a1

Oct1

Slc22a7

Oat2

(Donner et
al., 2007)

(Donner et
al., 2007)

Abc transporter
Abcb11

Bsep

(Baier et
al., 2006)

DMD#79244
Dawley
Rat

Abcc2

Abcc4

Mrp2

Mrp4

retrograde perfusion
with digitonin
Immunohistochemistry

Protein

Immunohistochemistry

Protein

PP<PC
* Predominant
pericentral
cytoplasmatic
staining.
PP=PC

Immunohistochemistry

Protein

PP>PC

(Micuda et
al., 2008)

Quantitative PCR/
Isolated hepatocytes by
ante- or retrograde
perfusion with digitonin

mRNA

PP=PC

(Baier et
al., 2006)

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry

Protein
Protein

PP=PC
PP=PC

Microarray/Isolated
hepatocytes enriched by
digitonin/collagenase
perfusion
Quantitative
PCR/Isolated
hepatocytes enriched by
digitonin/collagenase
perfusion

mRNA

PP<PC

(Braeunin
g et al.,
2006)

mRNA

PP<PC

(Braeunin
g et al.,
2006)

Male
Alko
mixed
strain
Rat

Immunohistochemistry

Protein

PP<PC

(Buhler et
al., 1992)

Mouse
C3H/He
Mouse

Microarray and
Immunoblot/Isolated
hepatocytes enriched by
digitonin/collagenase
perfusion

mRNA
Protein

PP<PC
PP<PC

(Braeunin
g et al.,
2006)

Male
SpragueDawley
Rat
Male
Wistar
Rat
Male
SpragueDawley
Rat

Male
SpragueDawley
Rat

(Donner et
al., 2007)

(Donner et
al., 2007)

Enzyme
Cyp2c29

Cyp2c29

Male
C3H/He
Mouse
Male
C3H/He
Mouse

Cyp2e1

Cyp2e1

Other

Glul

GS

Protein or mRNA expressions of transporters and metabolizing enzymes in liver PP or PC regions are
summarized according to the previous reports. PP=PC: Even/Homogenous distribution in PP and PC
regions, PP>PC: PP region-predominant distribution, PP<PC: PC region-predominant distribution
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Supplemental Figure S1 Uneven distribution of SR-101 in the liver acinus of mice at 30 min (A) or 90
min (B and C) after intravenous injection of SR-101. There are distinct regions strongly positive for SR101 and either negative or weakly positive for SR-101, respectively. Scale bar: 50 µm.
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A

B

Supplemental Figure S2 A comparison of protein expression levels of transporters/receptors (A) and
metabolizing enzymes (B) in the SR-101(+) and SR-101(-) liver regions of mice intravenously injected
with SR-101. The solid line passing through the origin represents the line of identity, and the broken lines
represent 2-fold differences. A; 1. Oatp1a1, 2. Mct1, 3. Slc22a18, 4. Ntcp, 5. Ent1, 6. Oatp1b2, 7. FcRn, 8.
Bcrp, 9. Mrp6, 10. Bsep, 11. Oct1, 12. Mrp2, 13. Abcb4, 14. Abcg5, 15. 4F2hc, 16. Oat2, 17. Mrp4, 18.
Oatp1a4. B; 1. Cyp2c29, 2. Cyp2e1, 3. Ugt1a9, 4. Cyp3a11, 5. Ugt2b3, 6. Ugt1a1, 7. NADPH-CPR, 8.
Cyp2d22, 9. Cyp51a1, 10. Cyp8b1. Each point represents the mean±S.D. (n=3) in three independent
analyses. U.L.Q; under the limit of quantification. **p<0.01, significantly different between the SR-101(+)
and SR-101(-) regions. The individual values are shown in Table 1.
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A1

A3
Oatp2b1/HEK293

Control/HEK293

A2

A4
Oatp2b1/HEK293

Control/HEK293

(Fluorescence intensity/ well)

SR101 uptake

B

**

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Control/
HEK293
HEK293

Oatp2b1
/HEK293

Supplemental Figure S3 Mouse Oatp2b1 mediates SR-101 uptake. (A) Representative fluorescence
images of SR-101 in control HEK293 cells (Control/HEK293; A1 and A2) and mouse Oatp2b1overexpressing HEK293 cells (Oatp2b1/HEK293; A3 and A4). Scale bars: 100 μm. (B) Comparison of the
SR-101 uptake amounts in Control/HEK293 cells (open column) and Oatp2b1/HEK293 cells (closed
column). Each column represents the mean±S.E.M (n=4). **p<0.01, significantly different between
Oatp2b1/HEK293 and Control/HEK293 cells.
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Supplemental Figure S4 A comparison of protein expression levels of transporters, normalized by the level
of 4F2hc, in the plasma membrane fractions of total mouse liver and laser-microdissected samples from
frozen mouse liver sections. The data on plasma membranes are taken from the previous report (Miura et
al., 2017). The data on the frozen liver sections are taken from Table 1. Each point represents the mean
value of each transporter protein level divided by that of 4F2hc. The solid line passing through the origin
represents the line of identity, and the broken lines represent 2-fold differences. The numbers near the circles
identify the transporter: 1 Oatp1a1, 2 Na+, K+- ATPase, 3 Mct1, 4 Ntcp, 5 Ent1, 6 Oatp1b2, 7 Bcrp, 8 Mrp6,
9 Bsep, 10 Mrp2, 11 Abcb4, 12 Abcg5, 13 4F2hc, 14 Mrp4.
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